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Real-world COVID-19 vaccine effectiveness against the Omicron BA.2 variant in a SARS-CoV-2 infection-naive population
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The SARS-CoV-2 Omicron variant has demonstrated enhanced transmissibility and escape of vaccine-derived immunity. Although first-generation vaccines remain effective against severe disease and death, robust evidence on vaccine effectiveness (VE) against all Omicron infections, irrespective of symptoms, remains sparse. We used a community-wide serosurvey with 5,310 subjects to estimate how vaccination histories modulated risk of infection in infection-naive Hong Kong during a large wave of Omicron BA.2 epidemic in January–July 2022. We estimated that Omicron infected 45% (41–48%) of the local population. Three and four doses of BNT162b2 or CoronaVac were effective against Omicron infection 7 days after vaccination (VE of 48% (95% credible interval 34–64%) and 69% (46–98%) for three and four doses of BNT162b2, respectively; VE of 30% (1–66%) and 56% (6–97%) for three and four doses of CoronaVac, respectively). At 100 days after immunization, VE waned to 26% (7–41%) and 35% (10–71%) for three and four doses of BNT162b2, and to 6% (0–29%) and 11% (0–54%) for three and four doses of CoronaVac. The rapid waning of VE against infection conferred by first-generation vaccines and an increasingly complex viral evolutionary landscape highlight the necessity for rapidly deploying updated vaccines followed by vigilant monitoring of VE.

During 1 January to 31 July 2022, Hong Kong experienced an unprecedented fifth wave of COVID-19 infections driven predominantly by the Omicron BA.2 variant (B.1.1.529.2) with 1,341,363 reported cases (18.4% of the total population) and 9,290 deaths (0.7%). The fifth wave dwarfed the previous four waves in terms of cumulative infection attack rate (IAR), which was nearly zero before 2022 given Hong Kong’s then-successful ‘dynamic Zero-Covid’ strategy. Thus, population immunity to SARS-CoV-2 was almost entirely vaccine-derived when the fifth wave began. The messenger RNA vaccine Comirnaty (BNT162b2 mRNA, BioNTech/Fosun-Pharma) and the inactivated CoronaVac vaccine (Sinovac Life Sciences) have been available free of charge to Hong Kong residents aged 18 and above from 26 February 2021. Since then, eligibility to receive BNT162b2 or CoronaVac had been gradually extended to adolescents and children aged 6 months or above, and boosters to adolescents aged 12 years or above. Population uptake of at least two doses of either vaccine increased from...
4.7 million (64% of the total population) by 1 January 2022 to 6.5 million (89%) by 31 July 2022 (ref. 3).

We conducted a community-wide serosurvey to estimate: (1) age-specific IAR in the fifth wave; (2) age-specific population immunity in the fifth wave; and (3) VE against SARS-CoV-2 infection conferred by two, three and four homologous doses of BNT162b2 or CoronaVac for 100 days after each dose. Specifically, for each subject in our serosurvey, we estimated the probability of being infected by SARS-CoV-2 before study recruitment, given age, vaccination record and seropositivity of the serum sample (Methods). Correspondingly, we defined VE as the reduction in the probability of being infected by SARS-CoV-2 within the observation period, as conferred by the type and doses of vaccine received by the subject, relative to the probability of infection for an unvaccinated subject in the same period. Our estimates of VE and waning were specific to infection by Omicron BA.2 only because almost all COVID-19 infections in Hong Kong before our study period were BA.2. We assumed that: (1) daily age-specific force of infection (FOI) was proportional to daily viral load from city-wide wastewater surveillance (Fig. 1 and Extended Data Fig. 1), which has been shown to be a robust (normalized) proxy for disease prevalence over time16; and (2) one-dose vaccination provided no protection against infection and each successive homologous dose conferred greater VE that decayed exponentially over time at the same rate between doses of the same vaccine1.

Results
Our serosurvey subjects included: (1) 5,173 healthy adult blood donors recruited from the Hong Kong Red Cross Blood Transfusion Service between 28 April and 30 July 2022; and (2) 137 children aged 18 months to 11 years randomly recruited from the community to participate in an independent polio seroepidemiology study (see Fig. 1d for sera collection history). Vaccination histories were available for 5,242 subjects (Fig. 1 and Table 1) from the Hong Kong Department of Health (98%) or self-report (2%). At the time of sample collection, 1,237 blood donors (24%) and 31 child subjects (23%) self-reported a previous infection. Meanwhile, we defined population immunity as the fraction of the population protected against Omicron BA.2 infection owing to previous infection or vaccination12,13, which was equivalent to the relative reduction in the effective reproduction number \( R_t \), conferred by natural and vaccine-induced immunity at any given time. Protection conferred by vaccination was assessed based on our estimates of VE and waning. For each individual, we also calculated their probability of infection. We assumed that vaccination-induced and naturally acquired immunity were independent14, and that natural infection immunity from natural infection yielded population immunity of \( 4.7 \text{ million (64%) by 1 January 2022 to 6.5 million (89%) by 31 July 2022 (ref. 3).} \)

We estimated population immunity reached 52% (45–57%) by 31 July 2022. Sensitivity analyses assuming exponentially decaying immunity from natural infection yielded population immunity of 48% (42–54%) or 36% (31–41%) if such naturally acquired immunity decayed to 85% in 365 days or to 75% in 100 days, respectively (Fig. 5 and Extended Data Figs. 5–7). The former estimate of decay was used in medium-term modeling in the UK. The latter, swifter, estimate of decay reflected the emergence and immune escape of the Omicron BA.4/BA.5 variants in Portugal and Qatar—a time frame similar to that experienced in Hong Kong by late July 2022.

Discussion
Estimating VE against Omicron infection has been challenging in populations that have experienced widespread infection by older variants, owing to difficulties in disentangling the protective effect of vaccine-derived immunity from that of immunity derived from previous infection and ‘hybrid’ immunity. Although the test-negative design has
Fig. 1 | Daily COVID-19 confirmed cases, SARS-CoV-2 wastewater viral load, weekly proportion of SARS-CoV-2 lineages, population vaccination coverage, sera collection history and study subject vaccination history. a, Daily confirmed COVID-19 cases in Hong Kong stratified by cases confirmed by RT-PCR or RAT, superimposed against 2-day running geometric mean viral load per capita (in millions of copies of SARS-CoV-2 RNA l⁻¹) detected in city-wide wastewater surveillance. b, Weekly proportion of SARS-CoV-2 lineages detected in Hong Kong via genome sequencing as uploaded to GISAID by 14 September 2022. c, Total population with one to four doses of BNT162b2 and/or CoronaVac in Hong Kong. d, Number of serum samples collected weekly. e–h, Vaccination history for study participants with one (e), two (f), three (g) and four (h) homologous doses of BNT162b2 at the time of sample collection. i–l, Vaccination history for study participants with one (i), two (j), three (k) and four (l) homologous doses of CoronaVac at the time of sample collection. The shaded areas in e–l correspond to the duration of the fifth wave from 1 January to 31 July 2022.
been increasingly used to estimate VE against COVID-19, the robustness of the resulting estimates are typically conditional on symptoms and susceptible to confounding and selection bias (for example, owing to differential healthcare-seeking behavior)\textsuperscript{16}. Furthermore, most VE estimates hitherto have estimated protection against symptomatic disease, hospitalization or death but not against all infections including asymptomatic infections. Our estimates of VE against Omicron BA.2 infection are robust against the abovementioned limitations because Hong Kong had negligible infection-derived immunity against any SARS-CoV-2 before to January 2022, and the infection histories of our subjects were individually inferred based on their serological measurements (irrespective of history of symptoms, case confirmation or contact)\textsuperscript{17}.

Our Omicron IAR estimates over time were lower than those reported in South Africa (58% in urban areas by April 2022)\textsuperscript{18, 19}, Denmark (66% by March 2022)\textsuperscript{20}, Navarre, Spain (up to 59% by May 2022)\textsuperscript{21} and British Columbia, Canada (up to 61% by July–August 2022)\textsuperscript{22} likely reflecting the effectiveness of extensive public health and social measures imposed in Hong Kong during the fifth wave, such as a universal mask mandate with high community compliance, closure of all bars, and limits on opening hours and new ventilation requirements in all residential dwellings facilitating rapid aerosol transmission between apartments\textsuperscript{23}.

By contrast, there are very limited data on CoronaVac VE against Omicron infection\textsuperscript{24}. Our study provides the first estimate of real-world VE and waning against Omicron infection conferred by three or four doses of CoronaVac. A recent telephone survey in Hong Kong reported three doses of COVID-19 vaccination with either BNT162b2 or CoronaVac provided 52% protection against test-positivity by RT–PCR or RAT relative to unvaccinated individuals, but was unable to account for time since vaccination or for asymptomatic infection\textsuperscript{25}. Two South American studies reported 38.2 and 39.8% VE from two doses of CoronaVac against symptomatic Omicron infection in children aged 6–11 years, respectively\textsuperscript{26, 27} also relative to unvaccinated individuals. As a caveat, we distinguish our definition of VE (the reduction in the probability of infection relative to that of an unvaccinated reference group, with infection detected by seropositivity) from the definitions used in the above studies (generally, the reduction in the incidence of infection among a vaccinated and/or boosted intervention group relative to a reference arm of unvaccinated or less-vaccinated individuals, with infection detected by voluntary RT–PCR or RAT testing). The different definitions might have contributed to the differences between our VE estimates and those of the other studies cited above.

We previously reported markedly reduced serum neutralizing antibody titers against BA.2 among individuals recently vaccinated with three doses of CoronaVac compared with the wild-type virus, with antibody titers below the predicted protective threshold\textsuperscript{28}. This may partly explain the lower VE estimates observed in our study relative to the previous studies reported from South Africa and Europe, which may have used different definitions for VE. As a caveat, we distinguish our definition of VE (the reduction in the probability of infection relative to that of an unvaccinated reference group, with infection detected by seropositivity) from the definitions used in the above studies (generally, the reduction in the incidence of infection among a vaccinated and/or boosted intervention group relative to a reference arm of unvaccinated or less-vaccinated individuals, with infection detected by voluntary RT–PCR or RAT testing). The different definitions might have contributed to the differences between our VE estimates and those of the other studies cited above.

We previously reported markedly reduced serum neutralizing antibody titers against BA.2 among individuals recently vaccinated with three doses of CoronaVac compared with the wild-type virus, with antibody titers below the predicted protective threshold\textsuperscript{28}. This may partly explain the lower VE estimates observed in our study relative to the previous studies reported from South Africa and Europe, which may have used different definitions for VE.
Thus, our estimate of VE against BA.2 infection elicited by three doses of CoronaVac appears greater than would be expected from neutralizing antibody titers. Indeed, a recent VE study of CoronaVac vaccine using a test-negative design during this same BA.2 epidemic in Hong Kong also observed robust protection from severe disease and death. It is possible that neutralizing antibody titers underestimate protection conferred by whole-virus inactivated vaccines such as CoronaVac, which present multiple viral proteins to the host immune system that may protect via multiple pathways other than neutralizing antibodies, such as T cell immunity and antibody-dependent cytotoxicity.

Nonetheless, we note that the rapid waning of VE over time from even four doses of intramuscular vaccination by monovalent mRNA or inactivated vaccines based on the original Wuhan strain demonstrates the limits of such vaccines in preventing SARS-CoV-2 infection and transmission in the long run. Further, although boosting by BNT162b2 or CoronaVac restores strong protection against hospitalization and death, the incremental effectiveness of BNT162b2 boosters against such outcomes waned over the course of 4–6 months for both adults and the elderly. There are limited data on CoronaVac waning in the Omicron era, though VE against intensive care admission in Malaysia waned considerably among the elderly 3–5 months after the primary series during a period of Delta dominance. If this finding is confirmed in other studies, surge booster vaccination to top-up protection against severe disease and death, particularly among the elderly, remains a key tool in reducing COVID-19’s burden on healthcare systems and mortality before anticipated waves of infections.

Since September 2022, bivalent mRNA vaccines encoding the BA.5 spike protein have become widely available. Early observational evidence on their real-world VE are emerging. Further investigations are necessary to ascertain the VE and waning over time in the midst of our complex SARS-CoV-2 variant and immunity landscape.

Despite the potential of reformulated bivalent boosters in increasing population immunity before upcoming waves of infections, vaccine hesitancy has resulted in very slow uptake of the bivalent boosters since their introduction. The quadruple threat of potentially rapid VE waning, poor vaccine uptake, the possibility for immune imprinting and increasing complex SARS-CoV-2 evolution with the potential for multiple antigenically distant lineages cocirculating simultaneously may also create formidable challenges in the formulation and rapid deployment of updated bivalent or multivalent vaccines in the near future. There is thus substantial impetus to accelerate the development of mucosal vaccines and/or universal sarbecovirus vaccines capable of inducing broad, durable immunity against different variants of SARS-CoV-2 to break the chain of transmission and limit the absolute burden of severe disease and long-term sequelae from high-levels of breakthrough COVID-19 infection.

Limitations
Our study has several important limitations. First, we assumed that the effect of vaccination history on contact patterns and mobility (that is, exposure to the virus), a potential confounder of VE estimates, was negligible. Second, we had no serum samples from individuals aged...
As such, our IAR estimates for these age groups were less robust compared with other age groups. We assumed the same IAR among those aged >65 because: (1) 18, 16 and 17% of those aged 60–69, 70–79 and >80 years were confirmed to have COVID-19 during the period 1 January to 31 July 2022 (ref. 1); and (2) testing was widely available during the fifth wave and hence the ascertainment ratio was likely to be similar among those aged >65 years. Given the dramatically higher incidence of severe disease and death among the elderly, booster vaccination schemes should continue to prioritize this age cohort, particularly in lower- and middle-income countries with limited vaccine supply.

Third, we were unable to provide estimates of VE against hospitalization, severe disease and death owing to the wide introduction of oral antivirals in both ambulatory and hospital settings on 26 February 2022 in Hong Kong. The antivirals were very effective in further reducing the risk of hospitalization and death among those aged >60 years, including those who were partially vaccinated or, in the case of Nirmatrelvir/Ritonavir (Paxlovid), also those who were fully vaccinated and boosted and had received their most recent dose >20 weeks previously. Any estimate of VE against such outcomes, regardless of study methodology, must therefore account for the use of oral antivirals among its study subjects. Because we did not have access to comprehensive population-level data on oral antiviral usage in Hong Kong (particularly those prescribed in outpatient settings) or complete data matching cases of severe disease and death against their vaccination history and use of oral antivirals, we were unable to derive accurate estimates of VE, which must account for the significant protective effect of oral antivirals.

Fourth, our analysis was primarily based on seroprevalence among blood donors and voluntary child participants recruited from the community in the polio seroepidemiology study who might be healthier and thus not be representative of the general population in terms of their infection history, potentially underestimating seroprevalence. Nonetheless, nations that have relied on blood donors to provide early estimates of seroprevalence have subsequently reported similar estimates among random population samples or commercial laboratory specimen remnants. In Hong Kong, a separate study of 873 hospital patient plasma specimens detected 43% were anti-N seropositive and 23% were anti-ORF8 seropositive by May 2022 (ref. 51). Another separate phylogenetic model of population IAR using GISAID sequences uploaded from multiple laboratories in Hong Kong as input also arrived at upper estimates between 33 and 49% (13–100%) by the week of 16 April 2022, which was similar to our mean estimate of 40% in the same week. These independent estimates provide confidence that our reliance on healthy blood donors and voluntary child participants did not result in a material underestimate of COVID-19 seroprevalence in the general population.

Fifth, the small number of CoronaVac vaccinees in our serosurvey together with the short duration of the fifth wave led to substantial uncertainty in our CoronaVac VE estimates.

Sixth, we were unable to estimate VE conferred by heterologous vaccinations (CoronaVac with BNT162b2 boosters or vice versa) because of the very small number of individuals with such vaccination...
history (heterologous boosters were not available in Hong Kong until late 2021). When estimating IAR, we assumed that VE for each dose in heterogeneous vaccinees equals that of the corresponding dose in homologous vaccinees.

Seventh, because our positive controls comprise only confirmed or self-reported infections, the corresponding seropositivity threshold may not be sufficiently sensitive to detect individuals with asymptomatic or very mild infections, thereby underestimating IAR. Two large pre-Omicron seroepidemiological studies before the availability of vaccines have reported that 5% (ref. 53) or 20% (ref. 54) of confirmed cases may not seroconvert. We performed sensitivity analyses to estimate the increase in our IAR estimates assuming that 10% or 25% of infected group. The dots indicate posterior medians and the lines indicate 95% credible intervals based on the fitted model. *Cumulative IAR, population immunity and ascertainment rate estimates among those aged 12–19 or 60 and above were less accurate because no subjects were between 12 and 17 years old, and few were above 65 years old.

Fig. 5 IAR and population immunity over time. a, IAR over time. b–d, Population immunity over time from infection and vaccination, assuming no waning of immunity from natural infection (b), immunity from infection wanes by 15% after 365 days (c) and immunity from infection wanes by 25% after 100 days (d). All analyses were stratified by assumptions on delay to VE taking effect. The lines indicate posterior medians and shaded bars indicate 95% credible intervals based on the fitted model.
individuals did not seroconvert (that is, corresponding to seroconversion rates of 90 and 75%) (Extended Data Fig. 8). A 90% seroconversion rate would increase our IAR estimate to 50% (46–52%), whereas a 75% seroconversion rate would increase our estimate to 59% (54–63%) by 31 July 2022.

Lastly, because most of our serum samples were collected during and after a period of BA.2 dominance, we were unable to estimate further accelerated VE waning due to the emergence of later variants such as BA.4/BA.5 by late July 2022 in Hong Kong.

In conclusion, our results indicate the short-term effectiveness of booster vaccination using either the mRNA or inactivated vaccine in preventing SARS-CoV-2 Omicron BA.2 infection. As such, surge booster campaigns could be strategically used to rapidly boost population immunity before upcoming waves of infections. The comparatively lower IAR in Hong Kong also highlights the effect of supplementing vaccination campaigns with continued public health and social measures in disease transmission. Nonetheless, in light of the potential for waning of VE, antigenic imprinting and rapid viral evolution, frequently updated studies quantifying the protective effect of repeated booster vaccination, including with the new bivalent COVID-19 vaccines, are necessary for policymakers to develop effective booster vaccination strategies.
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Methods
Data sources
Serosurveys conducted by the study team. As part of a community-based COVID-19 seroepidemiological study, we recruited healthy blood donors by convenience sampling at the five largest blood donation centers (Mongkok, Causeway Bay, Kwun Tong, Tsuen Wan and Shatin) of the Hong Kong Red Cross Blood Transfusion Service from 28 April to 30 July 2022. We also tested serum samples from participants in an independent polio seroepidemiology study targeting children aged 18 months to 10 years from 7 May to 5 August 2022. Child participants in the polio seroepidemiology study were recruited at random from the community via social media, website and word-of-mouth advertising. Blood donors were matched by the Hong Kong Red Cross Blood Transfusion Service and the Hong Kong Department of Health with official vaccination records via unique blood transfusion service donor identification numbers. The records were then anonymized and provided to the study team. Both blood donors and child participants were asked to self-report their vaccination and COVID-19 infection history (as confirmed by RT–PCR testing or RAT pursuant to Hong Kong government guidelines). In cases in which official vaccination records were unavailable (that is, those vaccinated outside Hong Kong), we relied on the donors’ self-reported vaccination history if provided. All child participants self-reported their vaccination and infection history.

Written informed consent was obtained from all participants. Parental consent was obtained for all participants aged <18 years. Further, consent was obtained from the parents of child participants of the polio seroepidemiology survey to collect sera for antibody and/or biomarkers specific to a panel of pathogens other than polio, including but not limited to SARS-CoV-2, seasonal influenza, respiratory syncytial virus, human metapneumovirus, adenovirus, rhinovirus, enterovirus and human parainfluenza virus. Blood donor participants received no compensation for their participation. Child participants received compensation of HK $1,000 for participating in the polio seroepidemiology study. Ethical approval for this study and the polio seroepidemiology study (including the use of samples collected therein for antibody or biomarker testing against nonpolio pathogens) were obtained from the Institutional Review Board of the Hospital Authority Hong Kong West Cluster/University of Hong Kong (IRB No. UH 20-132 and IRB No. UH 21-196, respectively).

Vaccination records, confirmed cases and sewage surveillance data provided by the Hong Kong government. Official vaccination records in Hong Kong are maintained by the Hong Kong Department of Health.18. Anonymous data on every vaccination up to 31 July 2022, including the date of each dose, type of vaccine (BNT162b2 or CoronaVac) used and vaccinee year-of-birth, were compiled by the Department of Health and provided to us by the Hong Kong Office of the Government Chief Information Officer. Age data on all confirmed SARS-CoV-2 cases were provided by the Centre for Health Protection. Daily per capita 2-day running geometric mean SARS-CoV-2 viral load data (in copies of SARS-CoV-2 RNA19) obtained from city-wide COVID-19 wastewater surveillance up to 31 July 2022 were provided by the Hong Kong Environmental Protection Department. The 2022 projected mid-year population in each age cohort was obtained from the Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department56.

Laboratory methods
We developed two in-house ELISA assays that detected IgG antibodies to N-CTD and ORF8 (ref. 5) of SARS-CoV-2, respectively, modifying the methodology reported in Mok et al.19 and Hachim et al. The ORF8 assay was developed specifically for detecting past Omicron BA.2 infections in CoronaVac vaccinees because most of them were N-CTD-seronegative owing to the immune response that CoronaVac elicits against the N protein. The ELISA assays as previously described47 were optimized and validated. In brief, 96-well ELISA plates (Nunc MaxiSorp, Thermo Fisher Scientific) were coated overnight with 40 ng well−1 of purified recombinant N-CTD protein in PBS buffer for the N-CTD protein ELISA assay or 30 ng well−1 of purified recombinant ORF8 protein in PBS buffer for the ORF8 ELISA assay. The plates were then blocked by 100 μl of Chondrex blocking buffer (Chondrex) per well and incubated at room temperature for 2 h. Each serum sample was tested at a dilution of 1:100 in Chondrex blocking buffer in duplicate. The serum dilutions were added and incubated for 2 h at 37 °C. After extensive washing with PBS containing 0.2% Tween 20, horseradish peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-human IgG (1:5,000; GE Healthcare) was added and incubated for 1 h at 37 °C. The ELISA plates were then washed again with PBS containing 0.2% Tween 20. Subsequently, 100 μl of horseradish peroxidase substrate (Ncm TMB One; New Cell and Molecular Biotech) was added into each well. After 15 min incubation, the reaction was stopped by adding 50 μl of 2 M H2SO4 solution and analyzed on a microplate reader at 450 nm wavelength. Positive and negative controls were included in each run.

This resulted in cutoffs of 0.2583 and 0.33 optical density (OD) for N-CTD and ORF8, respectively. The assays and cutoffs were validated against pre-pandemic blood donor samples, blood samples from homologous BNT162b2- or CoronaVac-vaccinated individuals collected during periods of minimal community transmission in 2020 and 2021, and samples from blood donors in the current study with self-reported infection history. See Extended Data Fig. 3 for details on control groups and assay performance (sensitivity, specificity and receiver operating curves). We set the ELISA cutoffs to approximately maximize the sum of sensitivity and specificity, which were in turn estimated via bootstrapping 2,000 samples using the pROC package20, with specificity set not lower than 90%.

We did not account for waning of N-CTD and ORF8 antibody response. Nonetheless, we previously reported that N- and ORF8-specific antibody responses were well maintained for at least 100 days postinfection. This is on par with the time elapsed between infection (for example, the fifth wave peaked in early March 2022) and the time of sample collection (between late April and July 2022) for our serosurvey subjects.

Statistical methods
Statistical inference of VE. Let $V_{E_{V}}(a)$ be the VE of vaccine type $v$ (B for BNT162b2 and C for CoronaVac) against infection $u$ days after the $j$th dose in a homologous series has taken effect. For each vaccine type $v$, we assumed: (1) the first dose provided no protection against infection, that is $V_{E_{V}}(a) = 0$ (ref. 1); (2) $V_{E_{V}}(a)$ depended on the number but not the time of previous doses; (3) VE waned exponentially at a constant rate $\lambda_j$ after each dose $a^{10-11}$, that is $V_{E_{V}}(a) = V_{E_{V}}(0) \times \exp(-\lambda_j a)$; and (4) $V_{E_{V}}(a)$ increased with each successive dose in a homologous series, that is $V_{E_{V}}(a+1) > V_{E_{V}}(0)$ (refs. 12,13). We also assumed that the initial VE of two-dose BNT162b2 was not inferior to that of two-dose CoronaVac, that is $V_{E_{B}}(2) \geq V_{E_{C}}(2)$ (the latter was not statistically identifiable otherwise).

Let time 0 be 1 January 2021. We assumed that the FOI at time $t$ was proportional to the viral load per capita from city-wide sewage. Specifically, given an individual aged $a$ with vaccination history $H$ who remained uninfected at time $t$, her FOI at that time was

$$\Lambda(t) = \gamma \times f(a) \times V(t) \times V_{E_{V}(a)}(t - T_{RHI})$$

where:

1. $f(a)$ was the effect of age on FOI with $f(35) = 1$ (those aged 35 years were the reference group). We assumed that: (i) $f(a)$ was a piecewise cubic Hermite interpolating polynomial function for $10 \leq a < 65$ with knots at 10, 18, 35, 50 and 65 years; and (2) $f(a) = f(10)$ for $a < 10$ and $f(a) = f(65)$ for $a > 65$.  
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The observed seropositivity of the serum sample for each sub-
individual was the total number of doses of vaccine type \( v \) where:

\[
VL(t) = -\kappa t / 100
\]

where: (1) \( \kappa = 0 \) (base case, no waning); (2) \( \kappa = -\log(0.85)/365 \) (corresponding to the ‘high waning’ scenario of 15% in one year by Barnard et al.\(^{15}\)); and (3) \( \kappa = -\log(0.75)/100 \) (corresponding to a 25% loss of protection within 100 days as observed in Portugal\(^{16}\) and Qatar\(^{17}\) upon BA.4/BA.5 emergence).

Posterior medians and 95% credible intervals of age-specific IARs and population immunity were compiled accordingly.

For individuals with heterologous CoronaVac and BNT162b2 vaccinations, we assumed VE for each dose was the same as that of the corresponding type and dose in a homologous series. We substituted missing records for intervening or preceding doses with the vaccine type of the next recorded dose, with a 90-day gap between the third and fourth doses, 180-day gap between the second and third doses or a 14-day gap between the first and second doses as per Hong Kong government recommendations before 31 May 2022. We derived the number of unvaccinated individuals in each age cohort based on the 2022 predicted mid-year population per the Census and Statistics Department\(^{56}\).

Lastly, we calculated the median and 95% confidence intervals of IARs, population immunity and ascertainment ratios by age group. We further performed sensitivity analyses incorporating the posterior distribution corresponding to 2-week (14 days) or 3-week (21 days) delay for VE to take effect after each dose (Figs. 3–6 and Extended Data Figs. 5–7).

All analyses were performed using MATLAB 2022a with the Parallel Computing and Econometrics toolboxes and R v.4.2.1, with the tidyverse (v.1.3.2), pROC (v.1.18.0), cowplot (v.1.1.1) and janitor (v.2.1.0) packages.

### Reporting summary

Further information on research design is available in the Nature Portfolio Reporting Summary linked to this article.

### Data availability

The anonymized vaccination record data were compiled by the Office of the Government Chief Information Officer (OGCIO) (enquiry@ogcio.gov.hk) and the Department of Health (enquiries@dh.gov.hk), the Government of Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR). Age data for confirmed cases were compiled by the Centre for Health Protection (enquiries@dh.gov.hk). Data on viral load from sewage surveillance were compiled by the Environmental Protection Department, the Government of HKSAR (enquiry@epd.gov.hk). The aforementioned data could not be shared due to confidentiality undertakings to the above-named agencies. Interested parties could contact these agencies for access to these data. Request for access to anonymized serology output data may be directed to the corresponding author. However, as this data is matched to vaccination records covered by the aforementioned confidentiality undertaking, access is also subject to preapproval by the above-named agencies of The Government of HKSAR.

Outputs of our analysis and source data for Figs. 3–6 and Extended Data Figs. 1 and 4–8 are accessible at https://github.com/jonathanlau-hku/hkserosurvey2022.

### Code availability

All code files are accessible at https://github.com/jonathanlau-hku/hkserosurvey2022.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | The effect of age on force of infection (FOI) (that is f(0) in the model). Individuals aged 35 years served as the reference group. The solid line indicates the posterior median, and the shaded regions indicate the 95% credible interval based on the fitted model, differentiated by assumption on delay to vaccine effectiveness taking effect.
Extended Data Fig. 2 | Use of ELISA assay to discriminate infection from vaccine immunity by vaccination cohort. This figure summarizes the in-house ELISA assays (green) we used to test for seropositivity amongst study subjects in different vaccination cohorts (orange). We did not test for seropositivity amongst heterologously vaccinated study subjects, study subjects who received vaccines other than BNT162b2 or CoronaVac, or study subjects with an undetermined vaccination history.
Extended Data Fig. 3 | Description of controls, assay performance and Receiver Operating Curves (ROC) by ELISA assay type for detecting Omicron infection with in-house ELISA protocols. (a) N-CTD ELISA amongst unvaccinated controls, tested against 48 unvaccinated study subjects with self-reported infection history, 142 unvaccinated RT-PCR positive convalescent samples ranging from 30 to 401 days after onset of illness and 526 pre-pandemic negative controls; (b) N-CTD ELISA amongst controls who were homologously vaccinated with BNT162b2, tested against 881 BNT-vaccinated study subjects with self-reported infection history, 1 BNT-vaccinated RT-PCR positive convalescent sample collected 369 days after onset of illness and 50 (tested twice) non-infected BNT-vaccinated samples collected during 2020–2021, a period of minimal community transmission; and (c) ORF8 ELISA amongst controls who were homologously vaccinated with CoronaVac, tested against 231 CoronaVac-vaccinated study subjects with self-reported infection history and 100 non-infected CoronaVac-vaccinated samples collected during 2020–2021, a period of minimal community transmission. Shaded areas indicate 95% confidence region. Red dot and cross represent the median sensitivity and specificity and corresponding confidence intervals of the OD threshold jointly estimated via Gibbs Sampling as described in Methods. Pos: positive controls, Neg: negative controls, Sens: sensitivity, Spec: specificity, AUC: area under the curve.
Extended Data Fig. 4 | Vaccine effectiveness over time only including samples collected on or before 15 June 2022. VE at zero to 200 days from receipt of last dose. VE is presented separately over time for two, three or four homologous doses of BNT162b2 (BNT) or CoronaVac. The lines indicate posterior medians and shaded bars indicate 95% credible intervals based on the fitted model.
Extended Data Fig. 5 | Population immunity over time from vaccination and infection by age group assuming no waning of immunity from infection.
Population immunity estimates among those aged 12–19 or aged 60 or above were less accurate as no subjects were between 12 and 17 years old, and few were above 65 years old. The lines indicate posterior medians and shaded bars indicate 95% credible intervals based on the fitted model.
Extended Data Fig. 6 | Population immunity over time from vaccination and infection by age group assuming immunity from infection wanes by 15% after 365 days. Population immunity estimates among those aged 12–19 or aged 60 or above were less accurate as no subjects were between 12 and 17 years old, and few were above 65 years old. The lines indicate posterior medians and shaded bars indicate 95% credible intervals based on the fitted model.
Extended Data Fig. 7 | Population immunity over time from vaccination and infection by age group assuming immunity from infection wanes by 25% after 100 days. Population immunity estimates among those aged 12–19 or aged 60 or above were less accurate as no subjects were between 12 and 17 years old, and few were above 65 years old. The lines indicate posterior medians and shaded bars indicate 95% credible intervals based on the fitted model.
Extended Data Fig. 8 | IAR over time by age group and assumptions on seroconversion rate among infected. All figures assumed a 7-day delay to VE taking effect. IAR estimates among those aged 12–19 or aged 60 or above were less accurate as no subjects were between 12 and 17 years old, and few were above 65 years old. The lines indicate posterior medians and shaded bars indicate 95% credible intervals based on the fitted model.
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Sample size: Our serosurvey subjects included: (i) 5,173 healthy adult blood donors recruited from the Hong Kong Red Cross Blood Transfusion Service between 28 April and 30 July 2022; and (ii) 137 children aged 18 months to 11 years randomly recruited from the community to participate in an independent polio sero-epidemiology study.
Assuming that our serological assays could reliably infer previous infection in both vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals, we calculated that a cross-sectional sample of 100 subjects (for each age group) would allow us to empirically measure the infection attack rate with less than 10% error with probability 0.95, respectively. Our actual sample size exceeded this threshold in all age groups.

| Data exclusions | 67 participants with non-BNT162b2 or non-CoronaVac, or undetermined, vaccination history and 1 participant with undetermined age |
| Replication | Interested parties could contact the Office of the Government Chief Information Officer (OGCIO), the Department of Health, the Centre for Health Protection and the Environmental Protection Department, all of the Government of the HKSAR, for access to anonymised vaccination data, age data on confirmed cases and viral load data from sewage surveillance, respectively. Please note that the above data, which forms the core of our analysis, is necessary for our full results to be replicated. |
| Randomization | Randomisation was not relevant to our study as study subjects were not pre-allocated to the intervention studied (vaccine status, type and dose) prior to blood donation and/or recruitment. |
| Blinding | As study subjects were not pre-allocated to the intervention studied (vaccine status, type and dose) prior to blood donation and recruitment, blinding was not possible. |
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### Materials & experimental systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n/a</th>
<th>Involved in the study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☑️</td>
<td>Antibodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☑️</td>
<td>Eukaryotic cell lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☑️</td>
<td>Palaeontology and archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☑️</td>
<td>Animals and other organisms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☑️</td>
<td>Clinical data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☑️</td>
<td>Dual use research of concern</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n/a</th>
<th>Involved in the study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☑️</td>
<td>ChiP-seq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☑️</td>
<td>Flow cytometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☑️</td>
<td>MRI-based neuroimaging</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Antibodies

**Antibodies used**

- Goat anti-Human IgG (H+L) Secondary Antibody, HRP: ThermoFisher Scientific. Catalog # 31410

**Validation**

- Goat anti-Human IgG (H+L) Secondary Antibody, HRP was validated by the manufacturer using Western blot (non-reducing). A 150 kDa band which correspond to Human IgG was observed in IM-9, ARH-77 and IM-9, ARH-77 conditioned mediumB203[CM] but not in low expression Raji, Mo6C-4, Jurkat CM.

- Corresponding bands of Human IgG Heavy and Light Chain with ~55kDa and ~25 kDa in size respectively was observed in Human IgG but not in IgA, IgE, IgM, Mouse IgG, Mouse IgM and Rabbit IgG.